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Abstract. The structure of 180 Hf (Z = 72) is of particular interest,
as the nucleus features a rotational ground state band, but also several
other collective bands, K–isomers, and non–band members, which are
generally poorly known. This work features preliminary results from a
recent experimental campaign at IFIN–HH, Romania, aimed at measuring lifetimes of excited states in the neutron–rich 180 Hf, by means of the
RDDS technique. The 181 Ta(11 B,12 C)180 Hf proton pick–up reaction
was used to populate excited states in the 180 Hf nucleus. The γ transitions depopulating these levels were detected using the ROSPHERE
array, in its 25 HPGe configuration. The array was coupled to the SORCERER particle detector and a plunger device enabling the study of p–γ
and p–γ–γ coincident events. Six plunger distances were chosen, allowing for the construction of the decay curves of the observed γ transitions,
from which the lifetimes of the levels of interest can subsequently be deduced.
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1

Introduction

Neutron–rich even–even nuclei located in the rare earth region of the nuclear
chart present attractive cases for the study of phenomena related to the nuclear
structure. Nuclei in this region are characterized by low–lying isomeric states [1,
2], shape coexistence [3] and significant deformations that can be attributed to
the shape of the nuclear potential, new prevailing symmetries and, often, the
emergence of octupole degrees of freedom [4–9].
The even–even Hf isotopic chain belongs in this category, and has been the
subject of numerous theoretical studies (e.g. Refs. [10–14]). The multi–faceted
structure of 180 Hf (Z = 72) is of particular interest as the nucleus features a
rotational ground state band (gsb), but also several other collective bands, K–
isomers and non–band members, which are generally poorly investigated with
regard to the lifetimes of the excited states, the transition rates, and the nuclear
electromagnetic moments [2, 15].
The presence of a negative parity band built on top of a (4− ) isomeric state
(Figure 1, band 2) and a band built on a 0+
2 (1109.1 keV), which suggests the
occurrence of shape coexistence, are attractive cases to be investigated experimentally, collecting data that are currently unavailable. The recently developed
proxy–SU(3) [16,17] model predicts shape coexistence for the hafnium isotopes,
with 180 Hf being well inside the shape coexistence window [17], which seeks
experimental confirmation.
Band 1

Band 2

Band 3

Band 4

Figure 1. (Color online) Partial level scheme of 180 Hf, adapted from Ref. [2].
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It was only recently that the g.s. band lifetimes have been measured for this nucleus up to the 6+
1 level, by means of fast–electronic scintillation timing [18]. An
exploratory experiment was performed by our group, at IFIN–HH, in Romania,
in April 2019, focused at the determination of spins, parities and mixing ratios
of exited states in 180 Hf [19].
This work reports on the preliminary results of our most recent experimental campaign at the IFIN–HH laboratory, aimed at measuring lifetimes in the
neutron–rich 180 Hf, by means of the Recoil Distance Doppler Shift (RDDS)
technique.
2

Experimental Details

2.1

Experimental Setup

The proton–pickup reaction 181 Ta(11 B, 12 C)180 Hf was used to populate excited
states in 180 Hf at the IFIN–HH laboratory, in Magurele, Romania. The 11 B
beam was accelerated at a laboratory energy of 47 MeV by the 9 MV TANDEM
accelerator, before bombarding a 1 mg·cm−2 self–supported metallic Ta target
(with a natural abundance of 99.99 % in 181 Ta) [2].
The γ–rays emitted during the decays of the products were detected with the
use of the ROSPHERE [20] array, in its 25 HPGe configuration, providing a
4π solid angle coverage. The SORCERER [21] solar cell particle detector device was coupled to the array, improving the ability to isolate events of interest
through p–γ and p–γ–γ techniques. The detector array used in our experiments
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. (Color online) The ROSPHERE detector array used in our experiment.
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The Recoil Distance Doppler Shift (RDDS) technique [22] was apllied to measure lifetimes of excited states in 180 Hf. Six different target–stopper distances
were chosen, ranging from 15 µm to 260 µm. The basics of the RDDS technique
are briefly explained below.
2.2

The Recoil Distance Doppler–Shift (RDDS) Method

The Recoil Distance Doppler Shift (RDDS) is a well established method for picosecond lifetime measurements of excited states in nuclei [22]. At time t = 0
a beam–induced nuclear reaction on a thin target produces the excited nuclear
level of interest. Due to momentum transfer, the excited nucleus leaves the target with a velocity v, and is stopped inside the stopper foil, after a well–defined
flight time tf = x/v, where x is the target–stopper separation distance. Depending on the distance, some nuclei cannot reach the stopper foil before decaying,
and thus, they decay in flight. The corresponding γ rays are Doppler shifted.
As the target–stopper distance changes, the number of Doppler-shifted events
change accordingly. From the comparison of the areas of the shifted and unshifted peaks, the lifetime can be measured.

Figure 3. Typical particle spectrum recorded by the SORCERER array. The peaks correspond to different ejectiles detected, produced by the various reaction channels marked
above their corresponding peaks.
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3

Analysis and Preliminary Results

By taking advantage of the SORCERER particle detector array, we were able to
distinguish the various light ejectiles detected (12 C, 11 B etc), thus identifying
the products of the reaction (180 Hf, 181 Ta, etc). A typical particle spectrum is
shown in Figure 3.
Starting from the shortest distance (15 µm), a gate was placed on the 12 C peak
in the particle spectrum, corresponding to the 180 Hf gamma spectrum. Next,
two–fold (i.e. γ–γ) events were sorted into three–dimensional cubes for further analysis, with the relative angle of each detector ring as the index number.
Presented in Figure 4 are the spectra obtained for the different target–stopper
+
distances, where the shifted and unshifted components of the 332 keV 6+
1 → 41
180
transition in
Hf are shown clearly separated. This transition, albeit having a
known lifetime of τ1/2 = 10.0(7) ps in literature, can serve as a validation of
our experimental method (plunger offsets, systematic errors etc).

180
Figure 4. The 6+1 → 4+
Hf, measured for six different target–
1 g.s. transition in
stopper distances (15–260 µm). Notice the separation between shifted (s) and unshifted
(u) components. This transition has a known lifetime of 10.0(7) ps [2] and can serve as a
validation tool for the experimental method.
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4

Summary and Outlook

Presented in this work are some preliminary results from the recent experimental campaign at IFIN–HH, in Romania, aimed at measuring lifetimes of excited
states in the neutron–rich 180 Hf. As it can be seen in these results, the experiment has produced various reaction channels, including the one populating the
nucleus of interest,180 Hf.
As the analysis progresses, the rest of the observed transitions in 180 Hf will be
thoroughly examined for shifts, and their lifetimes will be determined through
their respective decay curves. Apart from 180 Hf, other isotopes populated in
this experiment (e.g. 182 W, Pt isotopes) will also be studied in an attempt to
measure currently unknown lifetimes for the observed exited states.
In addition to experimental result, theoretical predictions stemming from a wide
range of theoretical models, among which the recently developed proxy–SU(3),
are expected to provide insight on the dynamical shape evolution in the studied
isotopes, including shape coexistence which is predicted to exist in this region
of the nuclear chart.
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